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Blue Dream Autoflowering: The Tasty Head Stash Autoflower. Blue Dream Autoflowering blends the
original US head stash favorite Blue Dream with robust ruderalis genetics. This squat, speedy sativa
specimen can be ready for harvest in 10-11 weeks post-germination. Expect a delicious, sweet fruity
flavor and happy head buzz. Blue Dream Auto by Humboldt Seed Organization is a Sativa/Indica/
Ruderalis feminized cannabis strain and the autoflowering version of a great seed. If you buy Blue
Dream Auto cannabis seeds, you will obtain a fast, high-yielding, multi-featured automatic cannabis
strain.Read more #cannabis #cannabissociety #cannabiscures #weed #weedlife #spacex #weedsociety
#weedgirls #weededibles #weedporn #weedmemes #weedsmokers #saturday #happy #getoutside
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#grateful

Blue Dream Autoflowering seeds require an average of just 8 weeks to fully mature from sprouting. The
plants are compact and discreet, producing between 4 - 6 oz per square meter when cultivated indoors,
and similar per-plant yields when cultivated outdoors under good conditions. Blue Dream Autoflowering
Feminized Marijuana Seeds From: $ 29.99 With the flavor of berries and lots of therapeutic benefits
(think pain, stress, and fatigue all in the past), Blue Dream autoflowering marijuana seeds pack a
calming, euphoric punch with 20% THC.
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Auto Blue Dream can be grown indoors and outdoors. Indoors it will be ready in about 75 days (seed to
bud) and will produce up to 400g/m2. She plans to discuss the #2018farmbill on her next episode before
tackling the #informationalhighway in all things CBD, as we talk more about the benefits of
#cannabidiol A very productive autoflowering hybrid that is able to produce harvests of 450-600gr/m2,
making her ideal for commercial growers. Once Blue Dream´matic is ready to harvest, she will be
completely full of shimmering, resin drenched nugs that bulge from every site on the plant.

We�re in good company this year ?? Come hang out with us and all your favorite brands
TOMORROW from 12pm to 5pm, enjoy some bomb eats from @sauceyz food truck and bops from
@zak_wood and @wildflowerandthebees! Aaand, maybe win yourself one of our 23 prizes! Either way,
no one goes home empty handed this year :) There is little difference in yield whether you grow Blue
Dream indoors or outdoors. It is capable of producing an incredible 15-21 ounces per square meter
indoors. We have heard of growers generating over 20 ounces per plant outdoors too.
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https://gdoc.pub/doc/e/2PACX-1vQVPKGtR_cvlDvE2vpoQZtM1jIXTE2_9tUXh97EVegWaEWdHFLD2OAw2gNmC-Av9KtjUGs5sYffYPAW
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